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In this work, we report on the development of novel materials using a combination of known materials 

with diverse functionality for energy storage applications. We prepared graphene-inorganic ‘hybrids’ 

coupled with electrochemically synthesized manganese oxides on graphene oxide and reduced 

graphene oxide platforms such that each component play a unique and critical function for high-

performance. A range of complementary characterization tools reveal the surface morphology, local 

(lattice dynamical) and average structure, and local charge transfer due to adsorbed manganese oxides 

highlighting the surface structure and interfaces of hybrids. The electrochemical performance of the 

graphene-based hybrids as asymmetric supercapacitors is evaluated by cyclic voltammetry and 

impedance techniques exhibiting nearly rectangular cyclic voltammograms superimposed with redox 

peaks from manganese oxides with an average specific capacitance of > 550 Fg
-1

 and it was charged / 

discharged within seconds or < 1 minute. We also determined the electric-double layer or interfacial 

capacitance, charge transfer resistance and low frequency capacitance. The results demonstrate that 

this facile approach affords chemical adsorption thus expected to have synergistic coupling between 

the pseudocapacitive / supercapacitive components and displaying stable high-performance behavior 

attributed to reasonable density of tailored interfaces. Scanning electrochemical microscopy allowed 

mapping enhanced electrochemical activity/(re)activity of surface ion adsorption at solid/liquid 

interface.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An intense research activity on alternative energy sources is stimulated by continuously 

increasing global demand on electrical energy. The electrochemical energy-storage devices (EESDs) 

including supercapacitors and batteries represent some of the most efficient and environmentally 

benignity technologies [1, 2]. Supercapacitors play a vital role as efficient energy storage and 

conversion devices due to their coexisting larger power and energy density which fills the gap between 

traditional capacitors and batteries. As a result, the development of advanced electrodes of novel 

functional materials with higher performance becomes indispensable. The breakthroughs happen when 

advanced materials or combinations of known materials with multi-dimensionality and functionality 

are created.   

Graphene, a single atomic layer of sp
2
-bonded carbon (sp

2 
C) hybridization where carbon atoms 

are bonded together forming a hexagonal lattice that resembles a honeycomb, has received 

considerable attention owing to superlative physical-chemical-electrochemical properties towards 

diverse applications [3,4,5]. It exhibits remarkable mechanical strength and flexibility (Young's 

modulus ~ 1TPa) [6] and high theoretical specific surface area (2,630 m
2
 g

−1
) [7] suitable for super 

(ultra)capacitors [8] and Li-ion batteries electrodes [9]. In addition to traditional monolayer graphene, 

it can be modified through a variety of physical and chemical interactions enabling various graphene-

derivatives and graphene related materials with tailored and desirable properties [10]. Graphene oxide 

(GO) [11] and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [12] are some of the emergent variants as functional 

nanoscaffolds in energy-related research namely, hydrogen-based energy storage devices [13], 

supercapacitors [14,15] batteries [16], solar cells [17], and fuel cells [18,19] besides chemical and 

biological applications [20,21, 22 ]. In fact, GO is potential candidate for large-area electronics and 

nancomposites due to easy solution processability and therefore can be readily and uniformly 

deposited on a range of substrates and further reduced by various means. While GO is considered 

electrically insulating due to the presence of saturated sp
3
-bonded carbons (sp

3
 C) bonded to oxygen 

moiety and a disordered analogue of the highly conducting crystalline graphene with oxygenated 

functional groups (carboxyls or –COOH and epoxides or -ROOH at the edges and hydroxyls or –OH 

on the surface), its reduced form (rGO) contains residual oxygen (~ 8 at.%) and possibly amine groups 

from hydrazine monohydrate offer tunable electrical conductivity over several order of magnitude. 

Nevertheless, the covalently bonded oxygen functional groups give rise to remarkable mechanical 

strength [23, 24] along with molecular-level chemical-biological sensing capabilities [25,26,27]. The 

C-O bonds possess varying chemical activity/reactivity over the graphene layer surfaces based upon 

the local hybridization that owes to electron-withdrawing the effect of sp-hybridized oxygen (i.e. 

carbonyl group) and donating effect of sp
2
-hybridized oxygen (i.e. alcohol group). In addition, the 

presence of remaining sp
3
 C sites in rGO hinders the flow of charge carriers through sp

2
 C clusters so 

that the electrical transport occurs primarily by hopping rather than near ballistically [28] as is the case 

for mechanically exfoliated traditional monolayer graphene. However, these chemical modifications 

tailor the surface–chemistry to specific applications including hdyrodrophilic versus hydrophobic (GO) 

that facilitates feasible interactions and surface and interface structure dependent electrocatalytic 

activity especially, when combined with other nanoscale materials [27, 29, 30]. To mention, while the 
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exact electronic structure of GO and rGO is limited due to lack of detailed knowledge on bonding 

configuration, random location of the residual oxygen, number density and type of defects generated 

during oxygen evolution, nature of hybridization states of C-C and C=O bonds and spatial distribution, 

it does not prevent their development with other materials forming hybrids with facile surface structure 

and creating tailored interfaces for electrochemical energy storage applications presented in this work. 

It owes to the proliferation of portable consumer electronics, where much effort has been devoted to 

lightweight, flexible and wearable electronics (i.e. wearable displays, artificial electronic skin, and 

distributed sensors) to meet the growing demands of modern digital society on the electrical energy 

storage systems [31, 32].  

While typical supercapacitors electrodes are based on a gamut of nanocarbons (e.g. activated 

carbon, porous carbon, carbon nanotubes, graphene and related materials) as active material 

[33,34,35,36,37,38] occasionally they are limited by themselves as high-performance systems in terms 

of energy density. Likewise, pseudocapacitive (alternatively, redox- or electroactive) materials include 

metal oxides, metal hydrides, metal hydroxides and conducting polymers are explored that are limited 

in power density. It is noteworthy that in practical supercapacitor electrodes, the two energy storage 

mechanisms often work rather concomitantly. To address these issues, graphene-based hybrid 

composites are considered in an effort to overcome the charge-storage limitations and poor cycling 

behavior, where loading of electroactive materials allow substantial higher storage capacities than 

those of bare graphene. For the hybrid composites, graphene act as support for the growth of redox-

active nanostructures facilitating uniform deposition and optimum loading that in turn hinder re-

stacking (or agglomeration) by lowering the van der Waals forces among the graphene layers and helps 

in shuttling electrons involved in redox reactions during electrochemical processes thus enhancing the 

performance in terms of specific charge storage capacity and charge-discharge cyclability. Metal 

oxides (MeOx) are attractive since they offer higher specific capacitance, wide operational potential 

window (required for Faradaic redox reactions) and stability through multiple charging-discharging 

cycling. Among several redox-active materials (Me = Ru, Ti, Mn, Co, V, Fe, Ni, Mo etc.) [39,40] 

recent research has evidenced that manganese oxide polymorphs (i.e. MnO2 and Mn3O4) appear to 

promising with advantages of cost effective, scalable synthesis and simple processing, environmental 

benignity (harmful only by excessive inhalation), rich electrochemical properties such as rapid 

charging-discharging with various oxidation states (Mn
2+

/Mn
3+

/Mn
4+

) [41]. Mn3O4 is a mixed-valence 

oxide which adopts a tetragonally distorted spinel structure at room temperature and pressure [42]. The 

other polymorph MnO2 possesses rutile crystal structure with three-coordinate oxide and octahedral 

metal centers [43]. Graphene-based hybrid materials expand the scope of graphene applications as 

synergistic effects can result from the interactions (covalent, electrostatic or weaker physisorption and 

proximity) [44, 45] between graphene and MeOx supported onto graphene creating tailored interfaces 

[46, 47, 48, 49, 50].  

Most graphene-based hybrid composites are prepared following chemical routes and despite 

substantial research activity, the insights into establishing structure and properties relationship keeping 

in view of surface and local charge transfer and interfacial aspects is limited. Moreover, recently metal 

adatoms and metal clusters on graphene surface have been a topic of great interest since they are 

expected to locally dope or modify the band structure. In this work, we employed facile approach of 
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electrochemical deposition of manganese oxide nanostructures on graphene derivatives as support to 

form hybrid supercapacitors affording stronger chemical attachment. They are expected to have 

coupling between the pseudocapacitive transition metal oxides and supercapacitive graphenes with 

additional electrolyte transport paths for electron transfer and proton / cation diffusion showing 

enhanced electrochemical performance due to the interconnected tunnel crystal phase and reasonable 

areal density of tailored interfaces. These hybrid supercapacitors are investigated in terms of 

electrochemical and electrochemical microscopy properties to establish microscopic structure-

property-function correlations highlighting the surface structure and interfacial process.    

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

2.1 Materials and Methods  

2.1.1 Synthesis   

We prepared architectures using electrochemical approach depicted in Fig. 1 and the 

fabrications details are described as follows. To fabricate thin films of GO, rGO and hybrids, GO was 

synthesized from natural graphite by the modified Hummers method followed by chemical reduction 

using hydrazine monohydrate giving rise to rGO [51, 52, 53]. We made suspensions / dispersions of 10 

mL each of typical concentration of 0.085 mg/mL in Milli-pure (Milli-Q) water and sonicated for 1 hr 

at room temperature. After the preparation of colloidal suspensions of individual GO and rGO 

nanoplatelets, the GO and rGO was deposited by spray-coating for 5 and 10 coats on carbon fiber cloth 

and ITO coated class substrates of thickness 1 mm and surface area of 1 cm
2
 (2 cm x 0.5 cm). After the 

deposition of GO and rGO, a thin film of MnOx (possibly MnO2) was deposited using potentiodynamic 

cyclic voltammetry; CV between potential window of1.6 V and 0 V in 0.05 M (CH3COO)2 Mn.4H2O 

solution dissolved in 0.1 M Na2SO4 aqueous electrolyte in a typical three-electrode electrochemical 

cell with Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode (KCl saturated), Pt-wire as a counter electrode and the pre-

prepared GO (and rGO)/C fiber cloth (and ITO) as a working electrode. The mass loading of MnO2 is 

controlled by adjusting the total charge passed through the electrode and number of cycles during 

deposition process and selected to 100 μg cm
-2

. All CV growth experiments were performed at a scan 

rate of 50 mV/s using a potenitostat/galvanostat electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments Inc. 

Model 920D) [see Fig. 1].  

 

2.2 Characterization  

The surface morphology of the samples studied was characterized using a scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) taken on JEOL (Model JEOL 5400LV, MA) instrument operating with thermionic 

emission gun (Tungsten filament) at primary electron acceleration voltage (Vacc) of 15 kV with 

constant current of 45 A in secondary electron imaging (SEI) mode collected with an in-lens detector 

that is equipped with an X-ray ISIS EDS (X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy) system. The 

crystallinity of the deposited films was determined by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD) using 

(Siemens, Model D2000) diffractometer in 2 geometry with Cu Kα radiation ( = 1.5405 Å) 
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ranging 5°70°. Samples were run at a scan rate of 0.04°/second and 0.02°/second, if initial 

measurement contained unacceptably noisy data. Samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) were prepared by placing one or two drops from as-

deposited samples on commercial lacey carbon Cu grids (Ted Pella Inc. CA) and allowing it to air dry. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic of (a) electrochemically synthesized manganese oxide nanostructures on braided 

carbon fiber cloth and cyclic voltammograms 10 cycles between 0 and 1.6V at scan rate of 50 

mV/s in 0.5 M Na2SO4 aqueous electrolyte and 0.05 M Mn(OAc)2 precursor (b) by itself, 

MnOx in 10 cycles (c) on 10 coats of rGO and (d) on 10 coats of GO, all deposited on carbon 

fiber cloth and/or ITO coated glass substrates. (e) A cartoon of rational design of high-energy 

high-power hybrid supercapacitor electrodes improving the ionic current (IC) and electronic 

current (EC) within the electrode via growing MnOx nanostructured and interconnected 

graphene nanosheets (GNS) including GO and rGO network with high surface area and higher 

electronic conductivity.  

 

TEM measurements provided nanoscaled structure morphology and help to determine 

interplanar spacing semi-quantitatively. TEM images and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) 
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patterns were acquired using a JEOL 1400Plusinstrument. For SAED, we used 0.20 m aperture with a 

small spot size and spread beam to increase the electron coherence length at the sample. The SAED 

ring pattern was transformed in intensity versus interplanar spacing profile using Digital Micrograph 

(v.3.0) software. The Raman spectra were recorded using a micro-Raman spectrometer (Model InVia 

Renishaw plc, UK) equipped with excitation laser of wavelength 632.8 nm (or energy EL = 1.92 eV) 

and power of maximum 18 mW (~46 mW incident at the sample), with edge filters cutting at ~100 

cm
-1

. The scattered light from the sample is collected in backscattering geometry, transmitted by a 

beam splitter and detected by CCD camera. An objective lens of 50x was used providing spot size of 

23 m. Extreme care was taken to avoid sample damage or laser induced thermal degradation. The 

reflected light is filtered using an edge filter to remove the laser excitation and sent to a spectrometer. 

Raman shift was ranged from 200 cm
-1 

to 3200 cm
-1

 for Co containing hybrids and for GO and rGO it 

was kept between 1150-3200 cm
-1

 with spectral resolution of 1 cm
-1

. The acquisition time per pixel 

was a few minutes to slightly less than an hour. The data was analyzed using Jandel Scientific Peakfit 

software and WiRE4 software in-built fitting, both based on Marquardt-Levenberg method. Raman 

spectra determined the lattice vibration characteristics at various areas of interest on the nanostructure 

and hybrid coating surfaces. Allowing more detail and a greater understanding of the interaction 

between graphene-related materials and manganese oxides, we also measured room temperature 

electrical properties (i.e. IV). We made electrical contacts with colloidal silver paste and attached a 

Cu wire for connection with Keithley 2400 source meter (Keithley, OH). We measure two point 

contact resistance and determined room temperature electrical conductivity (dc) of all of the samples 

studied. The electrical conductivity for these hybrid films has been measured ranging 0.05-1 S/cm. The 

surface composition of the samples (at. %) was also determined by XPS (x-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy) and the data was acquired using a VG Micro Tech ESCA 2000 X-ray photoelectron 

spectrometer and EDS. For the XPS measurements, the dispersion solutions were deposited onto 

silicon substrates to form hybrid thin films, respectively (not shown). A asymmetric three-electrode 

cell configuration was employed for electrochemical measurements in potentiodynamic cyclic 

voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charging-discharging cycling, amperometric and ac impedance 

spectroscopy (ac EIS) modes, where a saturated Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) electrode and Pt wire of 3 mm 

diameter were used as the reference and counter electrode, respectively. Hybrid films of MnO2/GO 

(and rGO) on ITO coated glass slides and carbon fiber cloth were used as the working electrodes. 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed in 1M Na2SO4 aqueous electrolyte within the potential range 

of 0.8 V and +1.0 V as a function of scan rate, v = 5, 10, 20, 50, 80, 100 and 500 mV/s. Galvanostatic 

charge-discharge cycling was conducted at constant current densities of 1–10 mA cm
-2

 between 0–1 V. 

The applied ac amplitude for EIS measurements was 10 mV root mean square in a frequency range of 

0.01 Hz to 100 kHz at +0.2 and +0.4 V. Cyclic voltammetry gravimetric specific capacitance (Cs) was 

calculated from dividing the capacitive charge (Q), obtained using half the integrated area of the CV 

curve, by the film mass (m) and the width of the operating potential window (V) using equation (1): Cs 

Q / m.ΔV F.g
-1

. Chronopotentiometry discharge specific capacitance Cs values were calculated by 

using charge-discharge current (I), potential change with discharge time (dV/dt) and the mass of the 

deposited film according to the equation (2): Cs = I dt / m.ΔV F.g
-1

. The SECM measurements are 

carried out (CH Instruments Inc., Model 920D) in feedback and probe approaching modes. For SECM, 
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we used a Pt microelectrode (~58 m) as the probe working electrode (tip) and a redox mediator, 10 

mM K3Fe(CN)6 (potassium ferricyanide; Fe(CN)6
3-

) in support electrolyte 1M KCl, for detecting 

kinetic differences. K3Fe(CN)6 has a standard potential E
0
 = 0.21 V versus Ag/AgCl, thus the Pt tip 

electrode will be held at a potential of Et = 0.2 V versus Ag/AgCl to ensure complete diffusion-

limited oxidation of the Fe(II), species originally present in solution, to Fe(III). The supercapacitor 

electrodes were biased at VS = +0.5 V versus Ag/AgCl to ensure complete reduction of the species 

generated at the micro-tip. The tip was scanned over the working electrode surface area 600 m x 600 

m at a constant tip-substrate separation of  40 μm to generate a feedback image with an approximate 

resolution of the radius of the tip (∼ 5 μm).   

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1 Structure and Morphology  

Figure 2a shows SEM images of MnOx, GO, rGO, and MnO2/GO (rGO) films on C fiber cloth 

including bare substrate. While the electrodeposited MnO2 film shows surface with spherical 

aggregates and flower-like (/radiated spherulite) morphology, the GO and rGO film show overlapped 

nanoplatelets with crumpled morphology. Meanwhile, the potentiodynamically deposited MnO2 

particles show aggregates along with graphene nanoplatelets, preferably on the energetically favorable 

sites such as defects, functional oxygen moieties and edges. Figure 2b shows TEM images of 

MnO2/GO (and rGO) films with thin film of MnO2 as nano-aggregates adhered to the sheets of GO and 

rGO nanoplatelets. In the images of Figs. 2a and 2b the presence of MnO2 polymorph is apparent, 

while it tends to diminish in size and be less densely packed with the deposition on the GO and rGO 

nanosheets. This means that the presence of underlying graphene layers leads to more efficient 

utilization and deposition of finer structure of nanocrystalline MnO2. It is noteworthy that the relatively 

lesser closely packed and finer nanostructured phase of electrodeposited MnO2 is generally necessary 

favorable as they are mechanically robust and conductive electrodes with large specific surface area for 

supercapacitor applications facilitating easy penetration of ions through the bulk of the active electrode 

material. Moreover, these images show well-dispersed nanoparticulates anchored on the graphene 

sheets/flakes/nanowalls. Figs. 2b and 2c shows SAED patterns and the variation of ring intensity 

versus interplanar spacing displaying diffuse ring and various peaks associated with both graphene-

based systems and MnO2. Most of the peaks of hybrids show graphene and graphene oxide peaks at 

1.06 Å, 1.23 Å, 1.66 Å, 2.12 Å, 3.12 Å, 3.50 Å and 4.41 Å [48]. From the TEM nanoscale surface 

morphology, it is apparent that the metal oxide nanoparticles are laid upon the 

nanosheets/nanowalls/nanoedge/ nanofolds of GO and rGO. The SAED pattern reveals quasi-single 

crystalline nature of Mn oxides with rock salt and spinel structure that are indexed suitably in 

agreement with the XRD discussed below. On the other hand, the well-resolved lattice fringes / rings 

in SAED give an interplanar spacing of 0.57 nm, 0.51 nm, 0.35 nm, 0.24 nm and 0.213 nm in good 

agreement with the distance of (111) (200) and (220) planes for MnO2. Overall, in most of these 

patterns there is a dominant crystal phase with random orientation, which seems to have fcc-type rings 

(space group, Fm3m) [54, 55].  
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Figure 2. SEM images of (a) bare carbon fiber cloth, GO, rGO, electrochemically synthesized MnOx, 

MnOx/rGO and MnOx/GO hybrids revealing fiber strands, flower-like morphology of MnOx, 

graphene nanosheets and nanowalls coated with MnOx. (b) TEM images taken with 100 kV 

along with SAED patterns with an aperture size of 200 nm for representative samples of 

MnOx/rGO and MnOx/GO exhibiting surface morphology at nanoscale exhibiting surface 

modulations and corrugations. (c) The corresponding diffraction ring intensity pattern versus 

interplanar spacing (dhkil) is also provided. Scale bars for TEM and SAED images are 10 and 5 

nm, respectively.  

 

Figure 3 displays the x-ray diffractograms of MnO2 and MnO2/GO (and MnO2/rGO) films 

deposited on C fiber cloth substrate. Compared to peak emerge from C fiber substrate at around 16.6
o
 

and 25
o
, no obvious diffraction peaks can be observed in the patterns of MnO2/GO (and rGO) and/or 

MnO2 films. The former peak corresponds to an interlayer distance of 0.74 nm for GO that is larger 

spacing than that of parent graphite or graphene layer (0.34 nm) attributed to the lattice expansion 

consistent with oxidation of the graphene sheets and possible intercalation of water molecules held in 
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the interlayer galleries of hydrophilic GO sheets. On the other hand, rGO contains very broad 

reflection peak at 2 = 24.5
o
 correspond to d = 0.36 nm, indicating restacking of graphene platelets or 

sheets to form a multilayer graphene. Besides the deposited particles of MnO2 are of sufficient larger 

grain size to have crystalline structure with various diffraction peaks indexed to (002), (311) and (440) 

reflections characteristic of pyrolusite MnO2 crystal structure. The crystallite size is obtained from 

XRD analysis using Debye-Scherrer equation following the relation: Lhkl = Kλ/hkl coshkl, where Lhkl 

is the crystallite size in nm, λ is the wavelength of Cu K, hkl is the full-width at half-maximum and K 

is the shape constant and it is equal to 0.94. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. XRD diffractograms for electrochemically synthesized MnOx, MnOx/rGO and MnOx/GO 

(front and back side of samples) hybrids showing characteristic peaks. The peaks are marked 

with rectangular box and their (hkl) index. All of the diffractograms are taken in -2 geometry 

with Cu K X-ray source (λ = 1.5405 Å).  

 

The diffraction peaks of hybrids are broad and of low intensity while preserving phases of the 

constituents implication of forming truly composites. The peak at 2 = 36.14
o
 is used to determine the 

lattice spacing (dhkl) and particle size of hybrids which are averaged 90 and 110 nm for GO- and rGO-

based hybrids, respectively.  

Raman spectroscopy (RS) is a sensitive technique to monitor crystallization and it is used to 

gain information about the structure of precursor phases, local structural disorder and defects in the 

graphene sheets and of the hybrid composites. Figure 4 represents Raman spectra of graphene and its 

derivatives, MnO2/GO and MnO2/rGO hybrids besides bare substrate. In general, the spectrum of GO 

and rGO consist of four primary bands typical characteristic of sp
2
 C material, a D-band at 1352 cm

-1
 

and two overlapped bands appear at about 1585 and 1611 cm
-1

 assigned for G and D′ bands, 

respectively, second-order 2D band at 2640 cm
-1

 and combination (D+G) band at 2920 cm
-1

. The D 

band is attributed to the defects due to the finite crystallite size or edges of graphene layers, while the 

the G band is due to in-plane bond-stretching motion of sp
2
 C atoms indicative of the presence of 

ordered graphene layers [56, 57]. 
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Figure 4.  (a) Representative micro-Raman spectra excited at 633 nm wavelength (EL =1.92 eV) 

showing characteristic peaks for bare carbon fiber cloth, GO, rGO, electrochemically 

synthesized MnOx, MnOx/rGO and MnOx/GO hybrids within 300–3200 cm
-1

 spectral window 

showing characteristic peaks associated with Mn, D, G and 2D, and D+G bands. Raman 

spectral analysis in terms of (b) G band position (G), (c) intensity ratio of G to 2D band 

(IG/I2D), (d) 2D band position (2D), (e) bands associated with Mn (Mn) and (f) intensity ratio 

of Mn to G band (IMn/IG).  

 

The band D’ indicates the disorder and it is associated with finite-size graphite crystals and 

graphene edges. In brief, the strong D and D′ bands suggest presence of nanocrystalline structure, 
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graphene edges and defects including distortion, vacancies and micro-strain to graphitic lattices, which 

are all prevalent in disorder graphene [58, 59, 60, 61]. It is worthy to mention that the presence of 

defects and active edges in the graphitic lattices are kind of prerequisites for supporting the nucleation 

and growth of the assembled electroactive or redox nanoparticles and subsequently their 

electrochemical performance. On the other hand, rGO spectra indicates removal of C=O (carboxylic), 

C–O (epoxy) and C–O (alkoxy) groups, partial elimination of hydroxyl groups along with 

simultaneous restoration of carbon-carbon bonding. The remnants of hydroxyl groups are reported to 

be related to water molecules intercalated in-between graphene layers, which do not affect the 

hydrophobicity of graphene and usually improve electrical conductivity. Commonly, the integrated 

intensity  ratio of D to G band (ID/IG) serve as a convenient measurement of the amount of defects and 

the size of the sp
2
 C cluster or nanodomains that tends to increase during reduction of GO. Following 

Strohmeier and Hercules [62] and Kapteijn et al. [63] MnO2 is Raman active, whereas Gosztola and 

Weaver [64] and Bernard et al.[65] reported well-defined spectra of this transition metal oxide. In our 

Raman spectra, MnO2 has main features recognized at ~ 585 cm
-1

 and ~ 640 cm
-1

. The band at ~ 580 

cm
-1

 observed is attributed to Mn-O lattice vibrations in MnO2, which is in good agreement with the 

bulk tetragonal MnO2 phase [66, 43]. All of these spectra reflect the formation of MnO2/GO and 

MnO2/rGO hybrid films. For symmetry considerations, the band at ~ 650 cm
-1

 is assigned as E1g mode 

and it is attributed to the stretching mode of Mn–O bond in MnO6 octahedra shared by corners and/or 

edges in its crystal structure [67, 68]. Moreover, Raman scattering in MnO2 arises from a collective 

vibration mode of the MnO6 octahedron. The peaks at lower wavenumber correspond to the 

deformation modes of the metal–oxygen chain of Mn–O–Mn in the MnO2 octahedral lattice sites. 

Since the manganese atom is about five times heavier than the oxygen atoms, the vibrations of the 

Mn–O groups are supposed to involve mainly the oxygen atoms.  

Raman spectra are analyzed in terms of G (D), 2D (2D), Mn (Mn) band position, the 

intensity ratio of D to G (ID/IG), G to 2D (IG/I2D) and Mn to G (IMn/IG) presented in Figs. 4b-4f. While 

for GO-based hybrids, the G band ranged between 15951602 cm
-1

, the change in rGO-based material 

is minimal at 15931595 cm
-1

, which is within the spectral resolution (Fig. 4b). On the other hand, the 

2D band changes rather strongly with manganese oxides on GO (26202625 cm
-1

) and rGO 

(26902610 cm
-1

) supports (Fig. 4d). The intensity ratio of G and 2D bands (IG/I2D) show strong 

dependence with MnO2 on GO (38) and rGO (28) supports (Fig. 4c). The variation of Mn peaks is 

marginally higher for rGO hybrid (589 cm
-1

 and 660 cm
-1

) as compared with GO hybrid (585 cm
-1

 and 

635 cm
-1

) as compared with MnOx (584 cm
-1

 and 633 cm
-1

) by themselves (Fig. 4e). For IMn/IG ratio, it 

is 0.35 for MnO2/GO and 0.06 for MnO2/rGO hybrids for both the MnO2 related bands (Fig. 4f).   

Analogous to spectroscopic studies, electrical measurements could provide complementary 

information on metal oxide−graphitic interfaces besides resistivity of dc electrical conductivity (dc) of 

hybrids. Figure 5 provides the room temperature I-V measurements determining two-terminal 

resistance R2t and the corresponding dc for hybrids and MnO2 by itself. A few interesting noteworthy 

features from Fig. 5 are that the I-V curves showed quasi-semiconducting behavior in contrast to 

ohmic or linear behavior for MnO2 and dc of rGO and GO hybrids was comparable (0.6 S-cm) and 

much higher than those of MnO2 (0.005 S-cm) as anticipated.   
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Figure 5. (a) Current versus voltage (I-V) plots for electrochemically synthesized MnOx, MnOx/GO 

and MnOx/GO hybrids and (b) corresponding variation in room temperature dc electrical 

conductivity (dc).  

 

 

3.2 Electrochemical Supercapacitive Behavior  

Figure 6 shows the CV curves for MnOx (a) GO (b), rGO (c), MnOx/GO (d) and (e) MnOx/rGO 

measured in 1M Na2SO4 electrolyte at various scan rates. It is found that the capacitive contribution of 

bare C fiber cloth is negligible as compared with those of hybrid electrodes and the constituents. The 

CV curves for all of the hybrid electrodes show nearly rectangular shape and characteristic mirror-

image with occasional redox peaks indicative of good ion response even at an exceeding high scan 

rate. Meanwhile, the MnOx/GO and MnOx/rGO electrodes show the larger integrated area of the CV 

curve than those of constituents’ electrode and hence, it has the highest specific Cs. The Fig. 6f shows 

the variation of maximum current with square root of scan rate (v
1/2

) of representative samples.  
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Figure 6. The cyclic voltammograms in 1M Na2SO4 electrolyte obtained from (a-e) MnOx, GO, rGO, 

MnOx/GO and MnOx/rGO hybrids at scan rates of 5, 10, 20, 50, 80, 100 and 500 mV/s between 

potential window from 0.8 to +1.0 V (f) Variation of peak current with (scan rate)
1/2

 and (g) 

specific capacitance Cs (F.g
-1

) with scan rate. (h, i) Nyquist plots (j) Bode-Bode plots (Z 

magnitude) and (k) phase change, with log10 , for representative samples of GO, rGO, MnOx, 

MnOx/GO and MnOx/rGO at V = +0.4 V revealing capacitive behavior. The equivalent RC 

circuit is also provided in inset (j). (l) Low-frequency area specific capacitance (Clf) determined 

from impedance plots.  
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The magnitude of the current observed is governed by the Randles- Ševćik equation for a 

reversible transfer process: Irev = 0.446FAC (FDv / RT)
0.5 

or alternatively, for the case of fully 

irreversible electron transfer process: Iirrev = 0.496 (n')
0.5

nFAC (FDv / RT )
0.5

, where A is the 

geometric area of the electrode (cm
2
),  is the transfer coefficient (usually presumed to be 0.5), F is 

Faraday Constant (C mol
−1

), D is diffusion coefficient (cm
2
/s), C is concentration (mol/cm

3
), v is scan 

rate (V/s), R and T are usual constants, n is the total number of electrons transferred in the 

electrochemical process and n’ is the number of electrons transferred before the rate determining step. 

While GO shows almost linear behavior indicative of diffusion-limited phenomena, the curves for 

rGO, MnOx/GO and MnOx/rGO started to show non-linear behavior reflective of heterogeneous 

diffusion behavior. Figure 6g presents the variation in the specific capacitance with scan rate for GO, 

rGO, MnOx/GO and MnOx/rGO electrodes. As observed, all electrodes show gradual decrease in Cs 

with increasing scan rate. The highest Cs values for MnOx/GO, MnOx/GO, rGO, GO and MnOx 

electrodes at a scan rate of 10 mV s
-1

, are 560, 350, 150 and 70 Fg
-1

, respectively. Hence, the presence 

of underlying GO and rGO films provides more electrochemical (re)active sites for the redox reaction 

of manganese dioxide.   

To understand the reasons behind the unique capacitive performance of hybrid electrodes 

compared to constituent MnO2 electrode, a comparative electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

(EIS) data were also collected to quantify the electronic and ionic conductivity behavior and diffusive 

behavior of the MnO2-based films besides determining the electric-double layer capacitance (Cdl), 

charge transfer resistance (Rct) and low frequency (Clf) capacitance. Nyquist plots of as-prepared 

hybrid MnOx/GO and MnOx/rGO and GO, rGO and MnOx electrodes were measured in 1M Na2SO4 

electrolyte over the frequency range from 10 mHz to 100 kHz as shown in Fig. 6h-6i. The Nyquist 

plots of these electrodes are closer to an ideal supercapacitor, which have a straight line in the low- 

frequency region and a small arc in the high-frequency region. In principle, the highest frequency 

intercept at the real component of impedance (Z') at the beginning of the arc represents the equivalent 

series resistance (ESR) [69], which consists of various contributions including the ionic resistance of 

the electrolyte (Rs), intrinsic resistance of the active material, intrinsic resistance of current collector 

and contact resistance at the interface between active material and current collector. The power density 

of supercapacitors depends strongly on the ESR [70]. The arc in the high-frequency region corresponds 

to the Rct caused by the charge transfer process (e.g. Faradaic reactions) and electric double layer 

charging on the electrode surface and its magnitude is derived from arc diameter [71]. The line at low-

frequency region is a result of ion diffusion transport from the electrolyte to the electrode surface [52]. 

The trend in increasing slope exhibits the capacitive nature related to the film charging mechanism, 

typical characteristic for porous framework electrodes.  

The impedance data presented in Fig. 6 were analyzed using CHI software integrated with the 

electrochemical workstation. The equivalent RC circuit model proposed for analyzing the impedance 

data is in Fig. 6j inset. The model consists of Rs combined with interface resistance which represents 

ESR value, Rct, Cdl, W, Warburg impedance and Cs, pseudo-capacitance. The fitting results show that 

the ESR values for MnO2, GO, rGO, and MnO2/GO and MnO2/rGO electrodes are 2.04, 2.11, 1.92, 

2.61 and 2.42 Ω, respectively. This refers that the contact resistance affects ESR with the presence of 

underlying GO and rGO support compared with MnO2 film. The corresponding Rct values are 3.28, 
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2.81, 3.01, 0.83 and 0.52 Ω, respectively, reflecting the enhancement in the electronic and ionic 

conductivities of MnO2 with the presence of GO and rGO nanosheets. Finally, the slope of the Nyquist 

plots in the low-frequency region tends to increase with the presence of underlying GO and rGO films 

as compared with its absence, reflecting a decrease in the Warburg resistance (W) or fast electrolyte 

ion diffusion into the hybrid composites. The Fig. 6l shows area low frequency capacitance variation 

derived following Clf = 1/2fZ”. Finally, the energy density (E = 1/2 CsV
2
/m) and power density (P = 

V
2
/4mRS) values of MnO2/GO and MnO2/GO electrodes estimated from Cs at chargingdischarging 

current density of 1 mA cm
-2

 are 115 W kg
-1

 (105 W kg
-1

) and 1104 Wh kg
-1

 (1017 Wh kg
-1

), 

respectively. In brief, the improvement in the capacitive performance of MnO2 film is determined with 

the presence of underlying GO and rGO sheets creating more active sites and tailored interfaces with 

MnO2, facilitating the access of electrolyte ions and makes electron transport between GO (and rGO) 

and MnO2 easier as confirmed by the results obtained from EIS data.   

 

3.3 Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy  

Electrochemistry is an interfacial technique dominated by surface and interfacial dynamics and 

reactivity processes occurring at solid/liquid interface. Optimizing energy storage and detailed 

mechanistic understanding at electrode/electrolyte interface are critical for their advancement. Recent 

studies showed that the graphene surface favor charge transfer surface adsorption sites including 

structural defects, imperfections and heterogeneity disrupting sp
2
 C conjugation speculating that the 

larger defects sites concentration, interfaces and/or edge sites are relatively more reactive than those of 

pristine or clean surfaces [72]. Therefore, it is conceivable to investigate the nature of physical-

chemical processes over hybrid electrodes surface. While CV characterizes the effective electrode 

areas comparable to geometric areas, SECM allows electrochemical currents to be mapped across 

electrode surface correlating with the structure in-situ and probe charge (ionic and electronic current; 

IC and EC) transport in contrast to other scanning probe microscopy techniques [73 ,74]. Among 

several operation modes, the visualization of the electrochemical activity is performed in feedback 

mode taking advantage of positive feedback over conductive/electrochemically active areas versus 

negative feedback over insulating/non-conductive/ relatively electrochemically inactive areas of the 

surface [74]. By detecting redox reactions occurring in small region in close proximity to electrode 

surface, SECM is used to obtain chemical reactivity images, local quantitative information of reaction 

rates (Fig. 7) and determine adsorption sites areal density (Fig. 7).  

Figure 7c provides probe approach curves for hybrids with normalized distance, L = d/a, where 

d is substrate (electrode)-tip distance and a, the radius of the tip. The tip electrode current (iT) reaches 

asymptotic behavior with steady-state current following: iT,∞ = 4nFCDa, where n is the number of 

electrons transferred at the electrode tip (O + ne
-
  R), F is Faraday’s constant, C is concentration or 

flux of oxidized species and D is the diffusion coefficient limited by hemispherical region. With tip 

approaching conductive region of the heterogeneous electrode surface, the reduced species formed at 

the tip is oxidized at the conductive surface, yielding an increase in the tip current (iT > iT,∞) and 

creating a regenerative "positive" feedback loop. The opposite effect is observed when probing 
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insulating region and diffusion to the electrode is inhibited as a result of physical obstruction as the tip 

approaches the substrate, creating a "negative" feedback loop thus decreasing the tip current (iT < iT,∞) 

[74,75]. Thus the total tip current is given by: iT = nFDC a
2 

/d + 4nFDCa , where the symbols have 

usual meaning. The first term is reminiscent of extent of concavity (or convexity) of probe approach 

curves plotted in Fig. 7c as solid curves and the second term helped to determine D that ranged 

between 1 x 10
-8
3 x 10

-6
 m

2
 s

-1
 in the order (MnOx/GO) > (MnOx/rGO).  

 

 
Figure 7. The scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) of representative (a) MnOx/rGO and (b) 

MnOx/GO hybrid samples displaying probe current distribution in 2D and 3D with occasional 

higher/lower current “highly reactive” electrochemical sites along with (c) probe approach 

curve for MnOx/rGO indicative of semiconductive/insulating behavior at the solid/liquid 

interface in redox mediator 10 mM K3Fe(CN)6 (potassium ferricyanide; Fe(CN)6
3-

) in support 

electrolyte 1M KCl at tip voltage of Vt = 0.2 V and substrate voltage Vs = 0.5 V. A color bar 

is shown for quantitative values of the current.  

 

Figure 7 also displays SECM area scans in two- and three-dimensions, where probe current is 

graphed as a map for (MnOx/rGO) and (MnOx/GO) films as representative example. The probe was 

polarized at potential sufficient to cause an electrochemical reaction (generator) and the current was 

recorded over the polarized electrode surface. The changes in the electrochemical activity (or 

heterogeneous electron transfer) give an electrochemical reaction (generator) and the current was 
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recorded over the polarized electrode surface (collection). The higher and lower surface current is 

characteristic of metal/insulating/semiconducting behavior at the solid/liquid (or electrode/electrolyte) 

interface. It is apparent from the probe current distribution that both the samples yielded occasional 

relatively higher values of probe current reinforcing the role played by both GO and rGO platelets 

along with MnOx nanoparticles in providing more (re)active sites.   

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

We have demonstrated the successful preparation of graphene/manganese dioxide hybrid 

electrodes via potentiodynamic cycling deposition of semi-crystalline MnOx film on pre-deposited 

graphene derivatives coated on carbon fiber cloth and ITO as substrates from aqueous solution of GO 

and rGO colloidal dispersions. Raman spectroscopy and other complementary structural analytical 

techniques confirmed that the electrochemical process enables the formation of MnO2 on overlapped 

and stacked platelets of GO and rGO nanosheets having sufficient electrochemically active sites. The 

hybrids and constituent electrodes performance was characterized as asymmetric supercapacitors. It 

was found that the presence of underlying GO and rGO films loaded with optimized MnO2 nano-

aggregates increased the specific capacitance of the films with Cs of 560 Fg
-1

 (and 350 Fg
-1

) and Rct of 

0.52 Ω (and 0.83 Ω) for MnO2/GO (and MnO2/rGO) electrodes. These MnO2/GO and MnO2/rGO 

hybrid electrodes exhibited power density of 1017 W kg
-1 

and 1104 W kg
-1

 and corresponding energy 

density of 115 Wh kg
-1

 and 105 Wh kg
-1

, respectively. The large specific surface area and marginally 

defective nature of graphene derivatives in conjunction with an efficient utilization of MnO2 

nanoparticles facilitated rapid ion transport and electrochemical cyclic stability. In addition, the SECM 

allowed to visualize hybrid surfaces electrochemically reactive adsorption sites and to investigate 

electrode/electrolyte interfaces determining diffusion constant.   
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